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OBrien Spark Wakeboard 2024

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price £350.00

Discount £-49.99

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerOBrien 

Description 

High Energy with a Fun, Snappy Feel

Tarah Mikacich's constant desire for fun on the water has met its match with the fun-filled ride of the Spark. With its thinned out Feather Core,
3-Stage Rocker and full step-down rail, the Spark sits a little deeper in the water; delivering effortless edge control and a predictable, punchy
pop off the wake that will bring a smile to anyone's face. With a triple concave hull and a Delta Base, the Spark has everything a pro rider wants,
but is also the perfect choice for anyone looking for a stable platform to progress their riding.

Feather Core

Feather Core reduces the board’s swing weight for more midair control, while simultaneously maintaining its profile up the face of the wake for
maximum pop.

TC4 Contouring
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Provides the effect of dual spines running the length of the board. This softens the landings and prevents the board from punching in too much
by dispersing water out the sides while still maintaining some lift from the center channel.

Variable Beveled Edge

Rolled edges, for a smoother, catch-free ride that sharpen at the tip and tail for more bite.

Delta Base

“Chevron” shaped channels molded into the tip and tail of the board that reduce drag for faster edging and a cleaner release off the wake.

Grab Rail

Channeling on top of the board that makes it easier to lock onto grabs; also makes the board easier to carry.

4 Removable Fins

Have the freedom to truly customize your board's performance on the water.

 

 

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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